
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior audit manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior audit manager

Evaluating the internal control systems and procedures and performing the IT
risk
Examine the audit customer’s control environment to determine whether it
effectively mitigates risk and to recommend value-added changes where
appropriate
Provide value by helping management on all levels in T&O and CM
application groups to identify and mitigate IT risk in the area of Application
Integrity and Change
Collaborate with audit clients to understand business developments and
emerging risk and control issues
Use appropriate techniques, including Computer Assisted Automated Testing
Techniques (CAATTs) to identify and ensure audit coverage of key business
risks
Provides the Audit Director with appropriate information regarding the status
of the audit plan, issues, strategic business initiatives, , that impact the overall
goals of the department
You will assist IAS Management in developing audit programs to ensure
effective control solutions are implemented
You will be providing practical, innovative and value-added solutions to issues
identified, while remaining objective and independent
You will ensure corrective actions are implemented in a timely manner to
effectively address the issues
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Qualifications for senior audit manager

Experience in leading medium to large sized audit teams
Keen interest in and strong knowledge of the Financial Services sector
Product experience / understanding of financial markets instruments and risk
measures
Strong knowledge of SOX 404 requirements
Minimum of six years of relevant experience in internal or external auditing
(financial services industry preferred)
Professional accounting / auditing / risk management designation would be
considered an asset


